26 The present study applies a dental morphological perspective to the understanding of the 27 complex population history of pre-contact South-Central Andes, the detection of the 28 underlying dynamics, and the assessment of the biological ties among groups. It takes into 29 account 1665 individuals from 16 sites that date from the Archaic to the Late Intermediate 30 located along the coast, on the altiplano, and in the coastal valleys of both Chile and Peru.
Introduction
43 The South Central Andes extend over a vast territory that encompasses southern Peru and 44 northern Chile; an area that is of particular bio-archaeological significance in light of the 45 different cultures that have settled there throughout time and the complex population 46 dynamics that have characterized settlement patterns and migrations. Archaeological 71 impact on the populations that lived in the valleys compared to those that lived on the coast, 72 they believe the substantial gene flow between these two regions created a clear similarity 73 between these two groups. They hypothesize that, in part due to the strong influence 74 exerted on the valley by the Tiwanaku, as of AD 300, these two populations started to 75 change and diversify. The model depicted in their study indicates that there must have been 76 an increase of regional gene flow to the valley throughout the Tiwanaku period (AD 300-77 800) and that this, in combination with the gradual reproductive isolation of the coastal 78 populations, brought to the progressive differentiation of these previously very similar 79 groups. It is only during the Late Intermediate -after the decline of the Tiwanaku Empire 80 between AD 800-1,000 and possibly in consequence to it -that they detect a substantial 81 decrease of gene flow to the valley. On the contrary, Sutter and Mertz [24] believe there is 82 no direct evidence indicating the Tiwanaku replaced the Azapa groups during the Middle 83 Horizon. Their study indicates there is continuity through time in the valley and suggests 84 that the similarities observed with the Tiwanaku are, most likely, the effect of interaction 85 and cultural exchange rather than the product of intense immigration into the valley from 86 the northeastern regions south of the Titicaca Basin. In a later study, Sutter [22] detected 87 biological continuity among coastal groups as well as among inland groups in the Azapa 88 Valley that was not accompanied by significant, if any, continuity between these two 89 regions; thus further supporting his theories that refute significant influence of allochtonous 90 populations to the local gene pool. 159 The present analysis comprises dental morphological data pertaining to 16 Peruvian, 160 Bolivian and Chilean pre-Inca sites (Fig 1) (see also S1 Table) , which range from the 161 Archaic to the Late Intermediate period, with a total of 1629 dentitions (Table 1 and 180 listed in S2 through S17 Tables). After the selection of breakpoints for each of the dental 181 characteristics considered, the original categorical data were simplified into a 182 presence/absence dichotomy and the frequencies calculated for each of the 16 sites 183 considered in the study (Table S18) .
184 Prior to the study the authors responsible for scoring data calibrated with one another in 185 order to ensure an agreement of more than 90% for each trait [43] , so that inter-observer 
